BURWELL ALLOTMENT & GARDEN SOCIETY
SUMMER SHOW AT THE GARDINER MEMORIAL HALL
SATURDAY 30TH JULY 2016 1400-1530 (Entries drop-off 1000-1200, collection 1530-1600)
Ornamental
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

A single specimen flower of any variety
Three cut roses
Five cut sweet pea stems
Fuchsia in a pot
A Hanging basket
Indoor plant in a pot
A bouquet of at least five different flowers
A bouquet of foliage without flowers
A single allium flower
A single gladiolus stalk
A single buddleia stalk
A single delphinium stalk
A single lupin stalk
A vase of scented flowers (marks will be given both for scent and for attractive mix)
Six sprigs of lavender

Produce
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Four uniform carrots
Four uniform potatoes of the same variety
Four uniform onions
Four uniform tomatoes
Four uniform beetroot
Four uniform beans of the same variety
A single cucumber
A display of herbs
A trug or bowl of mixed vegetables (marks for both the greatest range of vegetables and the artistic display)
The longest marrow/courgette/squash
The greatest weight of potatoes grown from a single seed potato in a pot not exceeding 12 inches in
diameter and 18 inches depth – please bring the whole pot for emptying out and weighing at the show
A plate of ten stalks of currants
A bowl of mixed fruit (marks will be given for both the greatest variety of fruit and the artistic display)
Ten uniform cherries
Four uniform strawberries

Creative
1.
2.
3.
4.

A jar of home-made jam (marks will be given for taste as well as colour and form)
A vegetable or fruit “person” or “animal” (remember this is a family show!)
A scarecrow
A decorated egg (no wild bird eggs, please)

Conditions of Entry
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

No commercially bought entries are allowed.
“Uniform” means that marks will be given not only for the quality of the individual flowers/fruits/vegetables but also for how close to identical the
individual samples are to each other.
For Produce (10) length is measured in a straight line.
Entries will be anonymized before judging, with an entrant number.
The judge’s decision is final.
Any entries not collected by 1600 will be disposed of, unless there is a prior arrangement with the organizers.
Prizewinning rosettes will be displayed by the winning entries during the show and winner’s names will be published on the BAGS website and
(hopefully) in Clunch.
There will be four separate prize draws for all first prize winners; for all highly commended winners; all entrants making six or more entries; for all
entrants aged under 18 at the time of entry.

